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The Bread Basket

Eat me up..!



Unica - Il Cestino di Pane, is an all-Italian brand that has given life to an idea, revolutionising 
the way it presents its specialities, all while showing a strong sensitivity towards increasingly 
topical issues such as pollution and eco-sustainability. the extreme simplicity with which this 
product adapts to the various culinary offers in the Ho.Re.ca. sector.

The great opportunity.

An impressive presentation stimulates the palate and the eyes. And this is what the Bread 
Basket guarantees, giving dishes a touch of originality without obscuring their goodness and 
quality. Restaurateurs, in recognising the importance of this aspect, can find in this product 
the opportunity to propose an offer attentive to the satisfaction of their customers and to 
receive in return a series of benefits (positive reviews, word of mouth, mentions on social 
networks, loyalty).

But besides the aesthetic factor of the plates, what makes this line of fully edible 'plates' 
special is their ecological value. Being entirely compostable and biodegradable, the 
product helps to protect the environment. The baskets do not need to be washed (saving 
soap and electricity) and in addition, food waste can be avoided by rationalising the 
purchase of bread. Another aspect not to be underestimated is
the saving of plastic products, especially in particular situations where disposable items are 
needed for service (aperitifs, catering, buffets, finger foods).

The entire processing and production phase is strictly controlled, allowing the company 
Unica - Il Cestino di Pane to obtain important recognitions (IFS Food certification and Vegan 
certification) and to become a reference point for the Ho.Re.Ca. and GDO sector and an 
international leader in the production of edible, compostable and biodegradable products.

The versatility of the baskets allows it to be used with any type of dish, whether hot or cold. 
The wheat flour and the gluten it contains act as a natural glue, making it possible to make 
strong and resistant containers even at high temperatures (the entire dish can be heated in 
a microwave or professional ventilated oven for 60/80 seconds).



Bread Basket 
in 4 formats



“Large” Bread Basket

21 cm

The large Bread Basket was our first basket, developed at the same time that we started our company in 2013.

It’s the best selling item in our range occupying 70% of production from March to September.
Its shape was developed specifically for salads and designed to add a touch

of originality and craftsmanship which is always appreciated both by professionals and consumers alike.

The Large Bread Basket has a diameter of 21cm and a capacity of approximately 100cl.
It’s approximately 7cm in height and weighs 70g.

There are 5 large bread baskets per bag, each bag is thermo-sealed to maintain freshness
and facilitate storage. There are 8 bags per box (storage 40 pcs).

large basket

Art. N. 060



 ideal solution for salad



medium basket

“Medium” Bread Basket
The medium sized bread basket happened by chance…during a dinner amongst friends and between

a few jokes and a few glasses of wine someone said, “try putting some soup in that bread basket”!

Obviously we would be pushing its function to an extreme if we really did use it for soup,
but we can guarantee that the baskets maintain their shape and taste great

with risotto and hot or cold pasta dishes in general!

The medium sized bread basket has a diametre of 19cm and a capacity of 0.75cl.
It’s approximately 5cm in height and weighs 60grs. There are 8 bread baskets per box.

The medium sized bread basket comes in thermo sealed bags each bag contains 6 pieces
in order to maintain freshness and facilitate storage (storage 48 pcs).

19 cm

Art. N. R088



for your imagination



from appetizers to desserts

“Small” Bread Basket

  The small bread basket is by far the most versatile product within our range 
and can be used to contain anything from antipasti to risotti right through to desserts.

 The small bread baskets have a diametre of 17cm and a capacity of 0.40cl. 
They are approximately 5cm in height and weigh 40gr. 

The small bread basket comes in 8 thermo sealed bags per box, each bag contains 12 pieces 
in order to maintain freshness and facilitate storage. (storage 96 pcs).

17 cm

Art. N. P054



for high level catering



from appetizers to desserts

With curcuma
gluten free

“Mini” Bread Basket
The mini bread basket was developed around the middle of 2015 after participating in Expo Riva Hotel

on Lake Garda in Italy, where we received many requests for a smaller sized basket
that would be appropriate to use for finger food and for high level catering.

The mini bread basket has a diametre of 12cm and a capacity of approximately 0.12 cl.

It’s approximately 5cm in height and weighs 35grs.
The mini bread basket is packaged in 5 thermo sealed bags,

each bag contains 24 pieces in order to maintain freshness and facilitate storage (storage 120 pcs).

12 cm

Art. N. B079



Gluten Freeideal for catering



finger food

“Extra Mini” Bread Basket
The Extra Mini Bread Basket was created after countless requests 

for a smaller format suitable for finger food ideal for catering.

The Extra Mini Bread Basket has a diameter of 9 cm.
The height is approximately 2 cm and the weight 13 g.

It is packaged in 6 heat-sealed bags of 25 pieces to keep 
freshness and facilitate storage (carton150 pieces). 

To the classic flavours already in the catalogue, we have added natural flavourings 
turmeric - spinach - charcoal - spicy - white corn - wholemeal.

9 cm



for each fantasy



cups and trays

Finger Food Line

Edible trays and cups made from buckwheat flour
green lentils from certified organic crops

in the French Ardennes region and gluten free.

The cups have a weight of 10/11 gr. and are contained in Boxes of 100pcs.

The trays have a weight of 10/11 gr. and are contained in Boxes of 166pcs.

The deadline is 8 months



finger dessert



Wafer Line
110ml glass.

it is used in all sectors of the HO.RE.CA. Pastry shop - ice cream parlor 
- bar - catering etc.

Resistant to heat and cold for more than 40 minutes.
Packs of 200 pcs.

0.65ml shot glass. both for coffee and finger food.
Resistant to heat and cold for more than 40 minutes

Also in great demand in the Vending sector due to its disposal in the workforce
it does not create major problems inside offices.

finger shot glasses



pastry shop-ice-cream parlor-bar



Eat line

They are products made from ancient flours, mixed with other natural and 
resistant foods such as bran, rice, corn, mung beans and natural flavourings. 
They resist heat and cold for 40/50 minutes, do not alter the taste of food and 

do not release taste on the lips.
The expiry date is 12 months and their conservation is advisable in dry places

Spoon: Its length is 14 cm. it is used like any spoon but is also in great demand 
in the catering sector due to its versatility. Packs of 200 pcs.

Forks: Length 8 cm. Its use is purely for finger food or small street food dishes. 
Packs of 200 pcs.

Palettes: Length 8 cm. Mainly used for ice cream. Packs of 200 pcs.

Coffee Stirrers: Length 10cm. very resistant to heat with a pleasant cocoa taste. 
Packs of 200 pcs.

cutlery eat



heat resistant



The Patties

Crispy crek scoops for both savory and sweet finger food

finger food patties



crispy patties



 

 

Strawberry Ginger

LemonLime

Neutral Apple

Diameter: 8 mm
Length: 19 cm 

edible straws

Over the past year our company has endeavoured 
to continue and maintain the philosophy of

"WE HELP HEAL OUR SEAS"

by including in the catalogue also the Gluten Free edible straws 
made of sugar, water, corn starch and natural flavours.

The edible straws are used to drink 
any beverage, taste it, then eat it.



 

We couldn't stop with plates and straws if we didn't complete the range 
of edible disposables; in fact, from the end of 2021 we will also be 

present with edible cutlery 

Forks, spoons, ice cream scoops and chopsticks, all strictly edible 
made from ancient grain flours.

single-use edible



UNICA sas - Via Torricelli, 9 - 20090 - SEGRATE (MI) 
+39.0290661436 - info@cestinodipane.it - www.cestinodipane.it

Eat me up..!


